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Series - Divine Revelations of these times

My Divine Conception in union with the Most Holy Trinity

In the elevated spheres of the Spiritual Universe, a place in which the Living God is present, there
are great spiritual matrixes, which encompass great spaces of the Trine Consciousness; because
these matrixes are the faithful reflection of a Principle and of a Purpose of the Divine Will.

With forms of great crystal cities of light, these matrixes, which are spiritual and divine, formed by
the contribution of the Gift of each Creator Father, that is, by the intervention of each archangel,
guard elevated principles and attributes of the Divine Mind with the goal of being able to project
and manifest the Plan and its different manifestations within the Universes.

From one of these ancient matrixes of the Spiritual Universe, arrives the Immaculate and Pure
Essence which comes from the Divine Conception of the Mother of God.

These immaterial spaces, within the sublime spheres, can only be visited and contemplated by the
archangels since it is from these spiritual matrixes that the principles of the Creator Source also
emanates because these great crystal cities of light are united, in vibration and in a spiritual way, to
the twelve main Sources of the Creator Father-Mother.

This entire evolutionary system of life is a great current of elevated spiritual energy that nourishes
the spaces of Creation and, at the same time, moves towards the other constituted Universes: the
Spiritual Universe, the Soul Universe, the Higher Mental and the Cosmic Material Universe.

It is in this way that all existing life is benefitted by these impulses which eternally emanate from
the Creator Sources of the Spiritual Universe.

In this sense, just as the Creation and the Universe feeds and nourish themselves on divine
principles that the Only Mind constantly emanates, the creatures, created in the image and likeness
of God, have the inner potential to establish a contact with the meaning for their existence, that is, to
resume union with their purpose of life.

The Essence of the Mother of God emerged, manifested itself and sprang from one of these most
potent matrixes so that we could live, by the Will of God, an experience of love on Earth.

This Divine Conception of the Mother of God was formed without any stain, as it did not have any
experience of suffering, duality or errors.

The Divine Origin of the Essence of the Greater Mother was constituted based on an extremely high
degree of purity, of love, and of humility; which led her to incarnate on Earth as a purely
immaculate and humble Being.
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This characteristic, unusual within the Creation of the Project of God, had an unknown meaning and
purpose to the human being, up until the present time.

Within the revelations delivered to the Most Holy Mary, through Archangel Saint Gabriel, it is
expressed that the spiritual constitution of the Mother of God is a faithful mirror of the ardent desire
of God for the creatures of Earth to know the Love of the Father in a maternal and cosmic aspect.

All of the simplicity and poverty that the Mother of Jesus could manifest during Her passage on
Earth were reflections of the fulfilling of this project thought of by God, to defeat evil and duality,
by means of the arrival of the Messiah, the Savior.

For God, first it was important for the spiritual, universal and divine contribution of the Creator
Fathers, of the Archangels, so that this experience of divine maternity and of unconditional love
might have a lasting result throughout the times and the ages.

The recognition that each being of the Earth can make of maternity, and of the affiliation with the
Mother of God, spiritually allows God to grant His Divine Presence in the heart of humanity.

Thus, evil is once again overcome by the power of maternal love, by that unconditional motherly
love that is capable of giving life to each one of her children.

In synthesis, the desire of God for humanity to have a material and spiritual Mother, like Mary, the
Mother of Jesus, was to break the chain that was formed at the beginning with Adam and Eve so
that, with humanity being able to recognize the Mother of God, the Mother of all, the maternal love
might dissolve the roots of evil, and the causes of all errors, time and again.

In this way, the project, thought of within the Source of Creation, through the matrixes and with the
spiritual contribution of the archangels, by indication of the Eternal Father, constituted the Essence
of Mary as a possible and evident result by applying the same experience of love in all creatures,
permitting the actulaization of the Plan and the transcendence of duality.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


